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ABSTRACT
The purpose of this study was to measure the effects of
participation in a competitive season on the body composition,
muscular strength, and cardiorespiratory endurance of Ithaca
College's menrs lacrosse team. The.competitive season lasted 7
weeks and included a 14-game schedule. The subjects for this
study were 15 varsity lacrosse players ranging in age from 18 to
24 years. Body composition (bft), muscular strength (kg force),
and cardiorespiratory endurance (VO2max) were measured 1 week
prior to the beginning of the competitive season and immediately
following the final regular season game. Preseason to
postseason changes !.rere examined for the group aS a whole and by
position (attackmen, midfielders, and defensemen). When the
group was categorized as a whole, there were no statistically
significant differences in body composition and muscular
strength from Preseason to postseason. Analysis of VO2max
showed a small (3.8t) but statistically significant decrease
(z 
-- 2.04, p < .05) from Preseason to postseason- When
categorized by position, body composition was the only variable
under study to show statistically significant differences
(corrected H = 7.55, P <.05) in the positions' changes from
preseason to postseason. I'lidfielders and attackmen
demonstrated significant decreases (H = 4.07, P ( .05) of 14t
and 3.8t, respectively, which were both significantly different
than the defensemen's increase of 7.22 (5.78 to 7.2*l in body
fat percentage from preseason to postseason. From these
findings it app-eared that the adaptive responses of inseason
' ●'       ■■      l
lacrosse training and game competition are highly dependent on
the initial level of fitness, the specificity of training,
and the inherent metabolic demands of the position.
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chapter l
INTRODUCT10N
Lacrosse ■  one of the nation's fastest grow■ng
sports.  With rules somewhat similar to hockey, lacrosse requires
thご power and contact of football, the quickness and speed of
F    baSketball, and the endurance of soccer (Morrill, 1980).  Because
of this, the physical preparation for playing lacrosse
encompasses many components of fitness.  Eliot (1978)believed
there were three major factors´that must be taken into
consideration when constructing a physiological training program
for the lacrosse player:  (a)the position played (midfield,
attack, defense, or gOaltender), (b)the skills required for that
position, and (c)the predominant metabolic systems from which
the position derives its energy.  In 』eneral, Eliot believed that
the physiological cOnditioning Of the lacrosse player is composed
of several areas of fitness:  aerobic and anaerobic power,
muscular endurance; flexibility; agility, and arm, shoulder, and
leg power.
Many physiological changes associated with exercise
condition■ng and tra■n■ng are ■mportant tO the performance of
various activities,  The body respOnds specifically to the type
of training stress placed upon it (Fisher & Jensen, 1990).  There
are twO basic principles of conditioning found tO stress the body
and result in physiological adaptatiOns,  The first is the
overload principle, which states that the system involved must be
progressively and gradually challehged or placed under additiOnal
stress to result in positive alaptatiOns (Roy & Irvin, 1983),
2Po1lock and Wilmore (1973)stated that alterations in the
overload system resulting from exercise depends on six basic
factors: (a)type Of training,・(b)f eque cy of participation,
(C)duration of each training session, (d)intensity of
performance, (e)dlユration of the total progrnm, and (f)initial
fitness level of the subject.
The second major principle of oonditioning is the
specificity principle.  When applied to training, specificity
refers to adaptations in the metabolic and physiological systems
depending On the type of overload imposed (McArdle, Katch, &
Katch, 1981).  It iS known that the specific exercise stress Of
strength_pOwer training induces spedific strength―pow r
adaptations (Westcott, 1982).  ThiS Specificity principle has
also been found to apply to aerobic or cardiorespiratづry
exercises, such as swimming, bicycling, and running.  All
adaptations are achieved when the exerc■s r tra■ns the sp c■fic
muscles or body systems involved in the desired performance.  In
this manner, certain exercises elicit specific adaptations,
thereby creating specific training effects (McArdle et al。,
1981).
The basic principles outlined are important to lacrosse
athletes because they ml■st reach a high level of physiblogical
condition■ng and ma■nta■n ■t throughout the competitive season.
Any decrease in the lacrosse player's state of conditioning leads
to a diminished training efficiency and performance,  Po1lock
(1977)found that any decrease in the frequency and duration of
3training not only decreases traininEl effieieney but also leaves
the athlete susceptible to mental burnout and injury.
Many athletes consider that mere participation in athletic
activity can effectively produce a hidh state of physiological
eonditioning. They fail to realize that the various components
of physical fitness can deteriorate during the season without a
specifically planned program (Hanson, L975; Wilmore, Davis,
O'Brien, Vodak, & Amsterdam, 1980). This can have a deleterious
effeet. on those athletes who do not reeeive any playing time or
who might be injr.rred.
Traininel im'provements in maximal oxyElen uptake (VOZmax),
heart rate, stroke volume, and eardiae orltput, as well as other
metabolie and physioloEiical functions, have been shown to,be
drastically reduced after only 2 weeks of detraining (Saltin,
1968). Detrainin€J effeets have also been found i.n strenElth
training. Hettinger (1961) found that if a strength training
proEram was terminated, mueh of the strength gained was lost at
approximately one third the rate it was gained. Costill (1988)
found a gradrJal d.ecrease in both museular strenElth and. power
durinEl detraininEl.
The physiological status of an athlete has been found to
,deteriorate throuelh "overtraining" (Verma, Mahind.roo, & Kansal,
1978 ). The results of this study found decreases in aerobic
power, weight loss, lean body mass, resting pulse, and reeovery
index with 4 weeks of intensive basketball training. Verma and
others suggested from t.his study that intensive trainin€i shor,rld
be aciompanied by periodie tests to locate any decreases in the
physiological status as a result of intense trainingl so that the
traininE schedule can be modified aecordinElly.
In the sport of laerosse, proper maintenance of eonditioning
is sometimes overlooked beeause of scheduling demands. As many
as 16 to 18 games are scheduled within a 6- to 8-week season.
Within this short time; physieal conditioninEl is often overlooked
by preglame preparation, strategy, and skiIls development (E1iot,
1978; Morril1, 1980).
Seope of Problem
The purpose of this investiElation,was to determine the
effects of the competitive season on three selected fitness
parameters for the 1984 Ithaca College lacrosse team. The
physiological parameters selected inelude: body composition, as
measured by a Cramer Skyndex eleetronie skinfold ealiper,
muscr;lar strength assessed throuElh a Jamar adjustable handgrip
dynamometer, and cardiorespiratory enduranee measured with a
Maclevey exereise treadmill, utiliz:-ng, a discontinous workload
protocol. The competitive season lasted 7 weeks and included a
14-game schedule. The sr.rbjects for this study were 15 members of
the Ithaca College varsity laerosse team. A1I three positions
were represented in the study (attack, midfield, and defense).
Goaltenders were included in the defense group. The subjects
were tested prior to their season-opening g:ame and retested
immediately following their final regular season Efame.
Comparisons were made to determine if there were any ehanEres in
their eonditioned states.
5Statement of Problem
The. effects of partieipation in a competitive season on
three seleeterL fitness parameLers of the fthaea College lacrosse
team were investigated.
NUII Hvpotheses
The hypotheses of this study were as follows:
H1: There hrere no sigfnif ieant ehanges f rom preseason to
postseason in body composition, expressed as body fat percenta€le
(bf%), for the Sror;p as a whole and by position.
H2: There were no signifieant changes from preseason to
postseason in museular strength, expressed in kilograms of force,
for the Efroup as a whole and by position.
H3: There were no signifieant chanEles from preseason to
postseason in cardiorespiratory enduranee, expressed as maximal
oxygen uptake (VO2max) in mI/kg/mtn, for the Elroup as a whole and
by position.
Assumptions of Studrr
1. Subjects responded to their optimal leve1 to ensrjre
accurate 6rip strength and VO2max values.
Z. Outside influences, such as running, swimming, anq any
other form of physical aetivity other than laerosse-r"rrt"d
training, had no significant effect on the measurements.
3. All data collected were aceurate Beasurements of the
methods selected to assess changes in the physiologieal
parameters under consideration.
4. The 7-week season was Ion€ enough to elicit any chaneles
'to the physiological parameters under considera.tion.
5. Measr:rements of body eomposition through the use of the
Cramer Skyndex electronic skinfold caliper were aecurate, vaIid,
and reliable.
6. Scheduled testing times had no effeet on the outcome of
the testingf results
7. Sickness and/or injury durinEl the corrrse of the
eompetitive season had no effects on the results.
Definition of Terms
The following terms are defined for the purpose of this
study:
1. Aerobic refers to the physiological (metabolic)
responses ocer;rring in the presenee of oxy€ien.
2. Aerobie training is a training technique speeifically
designed to improve the aerobie proeesses of the body and thereby
increase aerobic endurance.
3. Anthropometric teehnicues. are measurements dealingl with
the size, weight, and proportions of the body.
4. Bodw composition measurement is the quantifieation of
'the struetural components of the body (e.g\., musele, bone, and
fat) and is reported here as body fat pereenta€le.
5. Bodv fat pereentase (bf%) is the percentaele of total
body weight'that is represented by the essential and stored fat.
6. Cardiorespiratorv enduranee (CRE) refers to the maximal
ability of the body to take in oxygen with the lungs and earry it
7to the ce11s through the eirculatory system for the production of
energy through oxidative metabolism
7. Detraining effects refers to the physical deterioration
of an individr.ral's trainingi performance after cessation of a
training reElime
8. Fatitrue is the inability to continue work due to any one
of a nr;mber of faetors, such as muscr;lar, mental, or overall
exhaustion.
9. Maximal oxrzEen uptake (VO2max) is a qrrantitative
measrlrement of an individual's capacity for aerobie eaergy
transfer.
10. Mrrscrdar strength is the maxiftal force or tension
EJenerated by a muscle or muscle Elroups durinE: a single musele
eontraetion.
11, Plateau effect is a leveling off or peakinEl of an
individrral's VO2max durinEl a CRE testing protocol. This endpoint
. is one of the eriteria for a Eiraded exercise test to be stopped
(ACSM, 1986 ) .
72. Steady staLe is a eondition in which there is a balance
between oxyEien requirement and o>e/gen supply during exereise
(Consolazio, Johnson, & Pecora, 1963).
13. Training effect is an overloading of an individual's
exercise trainin€ producing physioloElieal changes, namely to
improve aerobic eapacity or muscular strength.
8Delimitations of Studrr
The delimitations of the study were as follows:
1. Only male varsity lacrosse players, a€fes 18-24 years,
served as sr;bjects for this study.
Z. Only a 7-week, 14-game schedule of inseason eonditioning
- was examined.
3. A Cramer Skyndex electronic skinfold ealiper (Ca1dwel1,
Justiss, & Company of Fayetteville; Ark. ) was used to measure
subcutaneous fat at three seleeted anatomical sites, util:-z:-ng
the Jackson-Pollock formula for the calculation of body
eompos it ion
4. A Jamar adjustable handgrip dynamometer (Fabrieation
Enterprises of frvington, N. Y. ) was used to assess muscular
forearm isometric strength
5. Maximal oxy€len uptake (VO2max) was measured. on a
motorized incl ined treadmi 11, uti l iz ing a rliscontinous workload
protocol (Thomas, 1984) to assess eardiorespiratory endurance.
6. Starters and nonstarters were ineluded in this study.
Limitations of Studrr
The limitations of the study were as follows:
1. Stud.ying other ages of lacrosse players may produee
different results.
2. ChanEling the protoeol of the practiee sessions, the
number of ,practiees per vreek, and/or the intensity and. duration
of the praetice sessions could affect the results.
3. Alternative methods of determining body composition may
produce different results.
4. Outside influences (calisthenies, weight training,
jogging, etc. ) may have altered the body eomposition, strenglth,
and cardiorespiratory measures.
5. Different treadmill protoeols may have elicited
different cardiorespiratory findin€s.
6. Different subjeets may have received different amounts
of game piaying time
7. The daily routines of each subject (e.€., diet, sLeep,
soeial activity) may have affected the results.
Chapter 2
REVIEW OF EELATED LITERATIJRE
There have been many studies investigating the
physiological variables used in the present investiElation.
However, only four studies in the literature dealt with the
physiological makeup of the lacrosse athlete (Bomas & IsIes,
1986; Sehmidt, Gray, & TyIer, 1981; Shaver, 1980; Withers, 1978).
However, only two of these studies (Romas & Isles, 1986; Shaver,
1980) were population specific to this investiEiation. Shaver's
study was undertaken to define the physiolo€icaI eharacteristics
of 30 intercollegiate male lacrosse players. Among the variables
under atudy wEFE hndy trc-lmFcxEitinn, rerdiErEHFirstnrp enduruuce.
pulmonary funetion, and muscular strength. Shaver coneluded that
as a Efroup, lacrosse players eompared favorably in heart rate
(HR), maximal oxyelen uptake (VO2max) aS assessed in (ml/kg/mLn),
maximal pulmonary ventilation (VEmax), vital capacity (VC), and
total lung capacity (TLC) to other athletes trained for quick
bursts of speed. Romas and Isles conducted a study utiliziag
cinematography to quantify the movement eharaeteristies of attack
and midfield positions. The data from this study suElElested that
inseason lacrosse traininB should be established to meet the
metabolic demands of playing the various positions.
The review of related literature for the purpose of this,
investiElator's study will foeus on the followinEf areas: (a) body
composition and assessment, (b) muscular strenElth and
assessement, (c) cardiorespiratory endrlranee and assessment, (d)
lo
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physiological effects of participation durinEf a season on various
athletic populations, and (e) summary.
Bod.v Composition and Assessment
The use of anthropometric teehniques is one of the primary
methods for determining body eomposition. The standard
height-weight charts made popular by insurance eompanies for
determining an individual's optimum weiEJht have fast beeome
obsolete. Body composition eomponents, such as body fat
percentaEle (bf%), lean body weight (LBt'l), and essential body fat
(EBF), have replaced height-weight tables as an assessment of an
individuaL's desirable weiElht ran€le for frame size.
There are variorrs methods available for estimating body
composition. The evaluation of bod.y eomposition has been
aecomplished by two general types of proeedures: (a) direct
anp.lrsis, and (b) indirect analysis (McArdle et &I., 1981).
Direct analysis util izes the dissectir:n of animal and. human
cadavers to determine body density, lean body mass, and body fat
percentaEle. It is this procedur,e for which many predietion
equations have been eross validated. Indirect analyses are
proeedures that deal directly with laboratory assessment, such as
underwater weighing, volume displacement, uLtrasound, and
. 
radiographie analysis. Because of the time, money, equipment,
, and inaeeessibility of these measurement tooLs, simpler methods
have been devised for easier assessment of body composition
outside the laboratory,
Measurements of eertain skinfold-s, body diameter measures,
and eircumferences are forrnd to be inexDensive and to require a
t2
minimal amount of equipment. These measurements may also be
obtained quickly and accurately (Behnke & Wilmore , 7g74). Nash
( 1985 ) researched the predictive accr:racy of electrieal impedance
analysis versus skinfold measurements and hydrostatie weighing.
The results of this researeh indieated that not only were
skinfold measurements more aecurate ahd reliable than electrieal
impedance analysis but skinfold measurements are hiElhly reliable
and, from a ieseareh standpoint, results are reprodueible.
Kispert and Merrifield (1987) found, while utilizinEl the skinfold
procedr:res developerL by Jackson and Polloek (1978), that the
inter-rater reliability was high as long as locations were
standardized. Further, the inter-rater reliability coe'fficients
were highest for t.he values at the triceps, subscapular, and
abdominal sites, Theoretieally, the skinfold thickness vary
direetly with the thickness of the underlying subcutaneous fat,
which is related to total body fat percentaEle (Behnke & tililmore,
L974).
MeArdle and others (1981) stated there are two ways in whicLr
skinfolds ean be used to evalr:ate body composition parameters.
The first is to add the skinfold measurement scores at the
fo]lovring anatomieal Landmarks: mid-trieeps, subscapula,
suprailium, abdomen, and upper thiglh. A selected equation is
then utilized as an indication of the relative deElree of body
fat. The second way is to use skinfords in conjunetion with
mathematical or regression equations to calculate body density,
which is then converted to body fat percentage. Both use
equations based r:n the results of direct compositional analysis
13
through dissection of human eadavers. McNeil (1gBB), PoI1oek,
['lilmore, and Fox (1984), and wilmore and Behnke (1969] aIl found.
a high correlation between the predietive accuracy of the
equations used in skinfold cariper measurements and those
calculated. by hydrostatic weighing. However, utilizing skinfold
teehniques is not without its limitations. [,lilmore (1983) found
that many aspects of utilizing skinford measurements for
estimating body composition are population specific. Behnke &
wilmore (1974) found this to be true when utilizing, skinfolds,
body girth measurements, ot a eombination of the two to determine
body composition. [^lilmore also found that the eqrrations derived
to preriict various components of body composition were popr.rlation
specific and that almost all existinEl equations have been derived
from normal, nonathletic populations.
Two of the most widely used equations are those derived by
Brozek, Grande, Anderson, and Keys (1963) and Siri (1961). Both
equations are based on the Efeneral assumption that varior;s body
compositions are of a constant density and that total body fat is
not of a constant nature. Both body fat eqr;ations correlate
highly (r = .995 to g = .999) with each other and give similar
mean value.s (Behnke & Wilmore, 1974).
Researchers (Po1lock et &1., 1gB4; i{iImore, lggO) are now
finding that althouEfh densitometric techniques have been used
successfully in the past they are not appropriate for aLl
seglments of the popr;1ation. Researeh has turned. toward improving
the prediction of body fat for men and women from whr:re body
density, eliminating the need for new predietion equations for
L4
those speeifie population 
€lroups not yet studied (Jaekson &
PolIock, 1985). These investiElators suggested that the eoncept
of population speeificity for the anthropometric estimation of
body density may be t.he resuLt of usinEl a linear regression
analysis. Wilmore found among the better anthropometric
equations utilizing the concept of population specificity were
those of Jackson and Polloek (1978) and Durnin and Womersley
(L974). PIilmore found both equations correlated highly with
hydrOstatic weighing, with reasonable standard errors of estimate
(3%-4%). These general:-zed regression equations were proElrammed
into the Cramer Skyndex electronic skinfold ealipers
It is Elenerally believed that a low relative body fat
PercentaEfe correlates highly with suecess in a variety of sports.
Mcleod, Hunter, and Etehison (1983) measr;red the potential for
athletic performance of 3,774 high sehool athletes on five
selected fitness tests (dips, pu1lups, grip strenElth, power, and
situps) and eorrelated them with body fat pereentaEle. The data
showed that the avera€fe endr;ranee of the athletes tested
deereased dramatically as the body fat inereased above to% in
males and 19% in females. Therefore, it was coneluded that
athretic success, espeeially of those performing repetitive
tasks, was impeded by excEss body fat. Wilmore (1983) found a
high negative correlation between pereentage of body fat and
Performance in those activities where the body mass must be moved
throuElh space, either vertically, as in jumpinEf, or horizontally,
as in running. Po1lock, Dimmick, Mi11er, Kendrick, and Linnerud
(7975) reported that in order to alter body eomposition eertain
, 
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Principles of overload must be adhered to. Speeifieally, Pollock
and others found that the frequeney of training must be a minimum
of 3 to 4 days a week. Further, no chanEles were observed on a
2-day-per-week training regimen.
Shaver ( 1980) investigated the body eomposition, enduranee
eapaeity, and strenEJth of 30 male intereollegiate laerosse
players. The results of the data on the body composition
variable under study found a mean of 9.2% body fat, whieh is
below those reported by l.lithers, Craig, Bourdon, and Norton
(1987) for a group of Australian laerosse players (L2.3%) and
Thompson (1955), who measured the body composition of a Eror;p of
hockey and basketball players. However, these results are higher
than those for athletes trained for heavy enduranee workloads,
such as lon€J distance rrlnnin€ and swimming (Danie1s, tg?4).
In separate investigations on the physiological parameters
of female lacrosse players, Schmidt and others (1981) and Flithers
( 1978 ) found means of 20% and 232,j body fat, respeetively. These
values are similar to those reported by McArdre and otherd ( 1gz0)
for a Elroup of female basketba]I players but well below those for
a group of female distance runners (Wilmore & Brown, Lg74).
Mr,rscular Strength and Assessment
strength is defined as the muscle's ability to apply maximal
force durinB a single, maximal eontraction. It has been clearly
established in numerous studies that strenElth has a benefieial
effect on motor skil1s and spr:rts performanee (Jensen, 1965;
MeArdle eL a1., 1981). In addition to aiding and improving
performance, stren€th is direetly related to power. Power is
16
defined as farce times velocity, Thereby, inr:reased strength
resr"rl-ts in more fotce. strength is a factor in muscr;rar
endurance, which is the ability of the muscles to resist fatigue
wfrite doing work. Strength has also been found to be a
contributing factor in agility, rapid aeceleration, runninEl
speed, and injury prevention (Fisher & Jensen, 1gg0). Therefore,
strength may be seen as fundamental to athletic suceess
llestcott (1985) believbd that in order to increase and
maintain museular strength eertain principles of overload and
basic fundamental factors must be applied. The fundamental
factors are exercise selection, frequency, dr;raLion, intensity,
exercise speed., exercise ranEfe, exercise proElression, and
exercise continr;ity.
McArdle and others ( 1981 ) listed four different methods to
measure strenElth: ( a) tensiometry, (b) dynamometry, (c)
one-repetition maximum or 1-RM, and (d) compr;ter-assisted force
and work or:tput determination (e.9., Cybex machine). Amongl the
oldest and still most widely util:-zed is the handgrip
dynamometer, which measures maximal isometric tension and
displayed in kilogram foree. Bookwalter, Bruee, cameron, Fox,
Hoffman, Newquist, Rains, and Ramsey ( lgEO) stated that grip
strenElth tests are economical measures that may be easily
administered and result in a direet measure of applied. force.
Grip strength is also an excellent indieator of general body
strength as recorded directly in foot-pounds or kilo€ram force
(Larson , \974; Mcleod et aI. , 
. 
1983 ) . Fleishman ( 1964), when
studying museular strength with handgrip dynamometers among Navy
L7
personnel, found an exce'11ent reliability eoefficient (r = .91)
in test-retest results. Bohannon (1986) reported stability
reliability coefficients of .W and. .98 for hand-held dynamometry
during a single session of strenElth assessment. Bohannon
concluded that handgrip dynamometers ean be a reliable assessment
technique when practiced by a single experieneed tester.
Mathiowetz, l{eber, Vol1and, and Kashman ( 1984) developed
standardized proeedures for grip strength evaluations with a
Jamar handgrip dynamometer. They reported that handElrip
dynamometers were both accurate and valid for assessing museular
forearm stren€lth. In .a simj-Iar study, Mathtowetz, Wiemer, and
Federman (1986) reported high inter-rater reliability when
utilizinei the same standardized procedures as in the previous
study
Grip strength has been correlated with success in a variety
of sports. Tinkle and Montoye (1961) tested the relationship
between grip strength and athletic ability in 635 eollege
students. Tinkle and Montoye found not only was Erip strength a
good indicator of muscular strength, but 
€rip strengfth and
athletic ability correlated highly for students in their physical
ed'ucationc]asses.rnasimi1arstudywitheol1egewomen,the
results produeed were similar, except that mean strength scores
were 20% lower (?fessel & Ne]son, 1961).
StrenElth has been found to be a very important eomponent in
the lacrosse athlete (EIiot, 1978; Morrill, 1980). It is
essential in shootinEl, passinEl, manipulating, anrf maintaining
possession of the baI1. Contact occurs extensively in men's
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lacrosse during face-offs and while tryinEJ to gain possession and.
control of the baI1. rn all actions relative to lacrosse,
strength becomes important Lo various degrees. rn studying
players who trained with free weiElhts, Narrtilus, amd Universal
eqtripment, Morrill found that lacrosse players can achieve
inereases in both strenElth and muscular enduranee with a well
established resistance training program. Most reeently perrin,
Lephart, and l'leltman (1989) conducted a study on the effeets of 7
weeks of isokinetic training on t7 intercollegiate lacrosse
players. Their. findin€s sr;EiEfested that when the principles of
overload were applied to isokinetic training that inereases in
btren€lth, power, peak torqr;e, and instantaneous power may be
expeeted.
Cardiorespiratorv Endurance and Assessment
Aceording to the Ameriean ColleEle of Sports Medicine (ACSM)
( 1986), eardiorespirai-',ory endurance activities are classified
into two groups: (a) physical activities during whieh the
exercise intensity is easily sustained with little variability in
heart-rate response (e.€. , walking, jogging, runninE!, swimmin€J,
cycring, cross-country skiing, and skating), and (b) physical
aetivities durinEl whieh continuous exercise intensity is not
maintained. Although some sports, such as soccer, lacrosse, and.
ice hoekey, are not continuous in nature and may be incruded in
the second Efroup, thesb activities make tremendous aerotie
demands on the body (Arnheim, lg8g).
To enhance cRE and to effectively brincl about a traininEJ
change, a specific exercise overload must be appried. This
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overload principle has been found to be dependent on several key
factors:  the initial fitness level, frequency Of training,
■ntens■ty of exerc■s , duration of exerc■se, and type of exerc■se
(Coyle, Hemmert, & Coggan, 1986, McArdle et al., 1981, Wilmore,
1978).  The ACSM (1986)set standards for developing and
maintaining CRE.  They are as follows: (a)frequency of 3 to 5
days per week, (b)intensity Of 60% to 90% Of maximum heart ratじ
(HRmax)reServe, or 50% to 85% of V02maxJ (C)duration of 15 to
60 min of continous aerobic activity, and (d)a mode of activity
that uses large muscle groups, that can be maintained
continuously, and is rhythmical and aerobic in nature.  This mode
is exemplified by activities such as running, jogging, walking,
hiking, swimming, skating, bicycling, rowing, cross―oountry
skiing, rope skipping, and various endurance game activities.
Maximal oxygen uptake (V02max)iS regarded by most exercise
scientists as the best and most commonly used criteria for
evaluating cardiorespiratory endurance (Wilmore, 1982).  Maximal
Oxygen uptake (V02max)haS also been used as a predictive
indicator of one's potential for success in various sports
(Blimkie, 1983; Londeree, 1986)。  Wilmore (1978)found that
increases in metabolism are dirёct y propOrtional to increases in
the level of Work.  As the index of metabolic activity, Oxygen
consumptiOn increases up to the last stage of exercise.  At this
point a plateau for V02max is achieved, meaning a leveling off in
Oxygen consumption is reached or a slight decrease is evident
w■th the ■ncreas■ng wOrk output.
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There are several methods of assessing vo2max. The most
precise method includes a maximal stress test on a trdadmill,
stationary bike, rowinE! ergfometer, or swimming f1ume. However,
the voZmax has a1,so been measured during iee skatinEi and arm
ergometry (MeArdle et a1., 1981). Polloek and others (1984)
found that the treadmill was the most common mode of testinEl
(71%), followed by the cycle erEfometer (L7%\, and step testingl
( L2%) .
There are various protocols r:sed in the determination of
VO2max. These test are either continuorls or discontinuous in
nature. Evaluatiorr of the two ttrpes of protoeols revealed there
are no statistically significant differences between them
(Davies, 1968; McArdle et a1., 1981).
Blimkie (1983) reported that the absolute value of Vo2max
was determined largely by the amount of muscle mass used in an
activity and the method of involvement of specific mrrscle groups.
Consequently, the laboratory test used to determine Vo2max should
mirror as closely as pDssible the physical action employed by an
athlete durinEl partieipation in his sport:
As previously stated, a high Vo2max has been correlated
highly viith suecess in a variety of sports. Shaver (1980) found
a mean VO2max of 59.5 ml/L<E/min in a study of a Efroup of
collegiate lacrosse players. The VO2max figr,rres were similar to
those of ttfrer collegiate athletes trained for quick bursts of
speed, such as in basketball and wrestling (Coleman, Kruezer,
Friedrieh, & Juvenal, 1978; Ke11y, Gorney, & Kalm, 1978), but
well below those of college athletes trained for long-distanee
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runninEf and.swimmin€l (Danie1s, t974). However, Shaver found the
mean VO2max value of 65. 1 ml-/kg/min reported for the midfielders
compares favorably to those for collegiate enduranee-type
athletes as reported by Daniels.
The PhvsioloEical Effects of Participation Durine a Season
on Various Athletic Populations
The effects of par.ticipation in a competitive season on
various physiologieal parameters of different athletic groups
have been investigated. Results from the varior.rs investigations
have shown that vrhile significant alterations can be attained,
most researehers agree that training is specific to the sport
( Clark, 1975; Knr;ttBen, 1979; ['li1more, 1982 ) . Exercise training
has heen found to bring about specific metabolic and
physiological adaptations, inclr,rdinCJ subtle cellr,rIar as well as
Elross physiological changles that improve an athlete's performance
(McArdle et af. , 198i ) .
Soccer and laerosse have many eommon metabolic demands. In
both sports, superior levels of aerobic and anaerobic po\,rer are
considered the two most important components for success. Evans
and Chandler (1989) measured the effects of a competitive season
on the aerobie fitness of a Elroup of eollegiate soccer players.
The results of this study showed no significant change in VO2max,
HRmax, and peak lactate leveLs from preseason to postseason.
Evans and Chandler concluded that the aerobie fitness levels
attained durin€ the preseason conditioning program were
maintained thror.rghout the season by a conseientious program of
inseason eonditioning, practice sessions, and game eompetition.
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Freischlag ( 1984) studied the ehanEles in weight 1oss, body
composition, and hearth of high schoor wrestlers over two
successive seasons. An insignificant d.ecrease in bod.y fat
Percentage as well as an insiElnificant increase in strength were
found over the period from November throuelh February. Freisehlael
found wrestlers to be healthier than a comparable nonathletic
Eiroup, based on a health appraisal that assessed grip strength,
number of illnesses, bower habits, energy reve1, and emotional
stab i 1 ity.
Park, Roemmich, and Horswill (1gg0) examined. weight foss,
body composition, and anaerobic power of high school wrestlers
during the course of a wrestring season. No significant
alterations in maximrim anaerobic power were found, but there were
signifieant reduetions in weight, body fat percentage, and
fat-free weight. Park and others concluded that the laek of
lncrease in anaerobic power dr.rrinEf the eourse of the season could
be related to a lack of weiElht Clain, more speeifieally, a lack of
musele mass growth, Kelly and others (1978) studied the effects
of weight reduction in nine colleEle varsity wrestlers. Body
composition,. aerobic power (VOZmax), and muserrlar strenglth and
endurance were measured dr.rring preseason, midseason, and
postseason. After 13 weeks of traininEl and eompetition, college
varsity wrestlers were found to have a significant reduction in
heart rate at rest, during exercise, and followingr the reeovery
period (Shaver, L974). In addition, these investiElators found.
that seasonal training produced Iower resting systolic blood
pressure readings following exercise. The fact that very few
r
|
|
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significant chanEles oeerrrred over the eourse of the competitive
season apFeared to be the resrrlt of year-round training on the
part of the athletes studied.
Daub, Green, Houston, Thomson, Fraser, and Ranney ( 1g83 )
found seasonal ice hockey training on 10 members of a university
iee hockey team produced no ehan9e in vo2max, HR, and maximal
ventilation (VEmax) during maximal ice skating. However,
reductions in blood lactate, vE, yoz, and respiratory exchan€re
ratio (R) were observed. From these findings, iL appeared that
the adaptilB response to traininEi was specific to the type of
work used in traininEl to the type of erEfometry used to evaluate
traininEi, and to specific physiological proeesses. Green and
Houston (1975) Iooked at two elite junior iee hockey teams to
determine the influenee of inseason ice hockey training on
adaptations in aerobic and anaerobic metabolism and found slight
inereases in body fat percentage of the forwards, Ort oxygen
transport and utilization variables were unaltered, Both studies
concluded that the lack of significant ehanges over a season of
iee hoekey eor.r1d imply the inability of this system to respond to
training, insufficient stress to realize a ehanBe, or lack of
stimulus for inducing alterations in aerobic power due to the
repetitive, high-intensity nature of ice hockey Efames and
practice sessions
There have been various studies on the effects of
participation in seasonal conditioning on selected basketball
fitness variables. One of the original papers was done by
ThomPson, Brrskirk, and Goldman ( 1955 ), who investigated body fat
|
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changes in a season of basketball. The resr-rlts of this
investigation sho#ed that althouElh body weight stayed relatively
eonstant, body fat percenLa€e decreased significantly. McArdle,
Magel, and Kyvallor:s (1970) found similar results in body r+,eight
in women's basketball players durin€l the course of a basketball
season. McArdIe and others arso found voZmax and HR were not
significantly affected dr.rring the eourse of the season.
Campbell (1968) found simitar results in heart rates of
selected male colleBe freshmen during a season of basketba]1.
Althotrgh there were variations of the restin€l heart rate between
preseason and postseason trials, Campbell found they were not
statistieally significant. The only ehanges found were a
signifieant reduction in the postseason treadmill performance and
a more rapid postseason reeovery of the heart tat,e. In a
foIlow-up to Campbell's study, with similar variables, Coleman
and others (7974) for.rnd nonsignificant increases in restin€l heart
rate and anaerobic power. These results suggested that the
training regimen of basketball was of sufficient intensity to
maintain cardiorespiratory function and anaerobic performance.
Cabrera, Smith, and Byrd (L977 ) studied the effects of
partieipation in a 14-week season on 14 Puerto Rican national
basketball players. Results showed a significant decrease in
body fat percenta1e and standardized srlbmaximal workloads.
DurinEl maximal workloads, absolute values of VO2max ( 1/min)
increased slightly and relative VO2max 
,(nl/ke/min) improved 7.7%,
mainly due to a decrease in body weight. ft was concluded that
basketba]l training, despite the high energ:y eosts during
|
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competition, does not favorably modify the functional capacity of
the cardiovascular system, but does i^esu1t in some desirable
modifieations in bod.y eomposition and cardiovascular efficiency
during srrbmaximal work.
White, Quinn, A1-Dawal ibi, and. I'luIha1l ( 1982 ) stud ied the
effeets of the 1980 racinEl season on British Olympie eycling team
members. From the total group of 16 riders, subEJroups of 4
seleet and LZ nonselect riders were established as a result of
competitive selection proeedrrres. In the total group, they for;nd
there was a clear, br,rt statistically nonsignif icant, trend
towards body weight reduction through decrease of body fat
percenta€les. There were no significant ehanEles in lung function
parameters, and there was a smal1, but statistically
nonsignificant, reduetion in heart rate during the racing season.
Resting cardiorespiratory parameters, whieh were charaeteristics
of endrlrarrce-trained athletes, showed litt1e chanEle durinEi the
racin€l season. During maximal exereise, there were eLear trends
towards enhanced cardiorespiratory functional capabilities, as
well as relative povrer output capacities. In fact, the values
for VO2max observed within the select group were amonEf the
highest in cyclist racinEi (Hagberg, Mul1in, Barkne, & LinburEi,
1979 ).
In a study of tourin€l bieyclists, Liu (1982) showed that
significant gains in VO2max (Lt%) could be seen durinEl a 4-week
bicyele tour. Body weight and Erip strenElth did not ehange
signif icantly, althoueih the body fat percentage decreased 7.8%.
LeE strength failed to show significant imprr:vement, but the
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endurance capacity of the leg musele improved greatly. An
additiorral variable that showed significant increases was trr-rnk
flexibility. Therefore, the investiElators concluded that as a
result of a 4-week bicycle tour, improvements in aerobic
I ""pacity, trunk flexibility, and museuiar endurance were
' achieved.
In one study the effeets of participation in a season on the
, physieal parameters of a professional baseball players were
1
i- BXamined. This study, condrrcted by Coleman (1982), involved t.he
' effects of an inseason strength proEfram on muscular strength,
body composition, and ranEle of motion of 20 major league baseball
players. The 2O players were separated into control (n = 6) and
experimental (n = L4) groups durinEi the L978 season for the
purpose of this investigation. Results showed that the control
.. 
.group had a statistieally nonsignificant decrease in strength and
no change in body composition and. flexibility parameters. The
experimental group was significantly stronger at the end of the
strength pro€:ram. The subjects also had a hiElher deEfree of
, 
*rscle symmetry between antaEfonist muscle Erorrps, greater
r percentaele of lean body weight, and lower relative and absolute
' body fat levels than the eontrol elroup. Coleman explained. the
l
' results by saying that without the addition of an inseason weight
, pro€fram, the physioloElieal responses gained by preseason training
would remain the same and in some eases even deteriorate.
Coleman also found that alterations in strength are highly
dependent upon the principles of overload and the ability to
stress that system.
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Hanson (1975) studied the effects of various physiological
parameters dr.rrin€ submaximal and maximal treadmill exercise of
nine members of the U, S. Nordic Ski Team prior to and followinE!
3 months of on-snow training. In addition, four athletes were
retested at the end of the competitive ski season. The results
of the investiElation showed no significant training effeet on
body fat pereenta€e from the beelinnin€ to the end of the
competitive ski season. There were statistically nonsignificant
increases in VE (I./min), respiratory quotient (RQ), and VCO?
( 1,/min), but preseason and postseason vo2max values were not
significantly different. Hanson conclr;ded that althor,rElh the
subjects of this study were obviously r+orld elass endurance
athletes continuor;sIy in a state of advanced physical traininEl,
perceptible differences are evident. sul:sequent to a period of
on-sno\,/ traininEl. Hanson also noted that it is partieularly
distt.rrbing that specific measurements reflected a decreased
training effeet when eompared to preseason traininEl levels.
Based on the finding Hanson reeommended more time be dedicated to
maintenanee of optimal training levels dr,rring the season as well
as platooning the racinEl teams between home training and
international racing.
The only study closely related to the design of the eurrent
investigation was by Schmidt and others (19S1). Those
investigators studied selected fitness parameters of women's
college Iacrosse athletes before and after a competitive season.
Sub jects' height ( cm) , weiEtht (kg ), VOZmax ( I/min and mI /ke/m:-n) ,
VE, oxygen pul-se, RQ, restinEi and l-minute recovery HR, and
||
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resting and sr;bmaximal blood pressure were taken at preseason and
at postseason. The results of multivariate analysis showed. a
significant decrease in body fat percentaEle in aIl the skinfolds
but a statistieally nonsignificant increase in body weight,
There was also a signifieant inerease in vo2max over the
competitive season, from 2.56 to 2.83 L/mrn or from 41. g5 to
49.96 ml/kg/min, and a decrease in HR at Vo2max (189 to 185 bpm).
The lacrosse players also showed significant improvement in
pushups but no significant change in other tests assumed to
measure mrtscular endurance (situps, bent arm hanEl), strength
(right and left grip strenElth), or flexibility (trunk flexion).
Summarv
The effeets of physieal training on body compositition,
muscr:Iar strength, and eardiorespiratory endurance have been welt
documented. However, &n area that remains relatively obscure is
the physiological effect of participating in a competitive season
for various athletic poprrlations. From the several studies that
did measure seasonal adaptations on selected athletic
populations, it is apparent that adapt.ations are specifie to the
stress applied as well as to the type of training activity.
Polloek (1973) found alterations resultinEJ from exercise training
depends on six basic factors: the type of training aetivity, the
freqr,lensy of partieipation, the duration of each traininEJ
session, the intensity of performance, the duration of the
proElram, and the initial level of fitness.
Body eomposition, as assessed by body fat percent4e, has
been forrnd to be altered with physieal training. Adaptations
,,,
have also been shown to oecur as a result of partieipation in a
competitive season. Results varied in the literature from sport
to sport but most researchers agreed that the adaptations that
occurred were depend.ent on the speeificity of trainingl and. the
demands of the sport. Pollock and others (1975) established that
the frequency of traininEl needed to alter body eomposition was 3
to 4 days a week. There were no chanEles found on a
2-day-per-week reEJ imen .
Stren€th is an important factor in the sr,lccess of the
lacrosse athlete (Morri11, 198O; Perrin et aI., 1989). Campbell
( 1968 ) f ourrd an act.ual decrease irr Eirip strength during a season
of sports participation a.nd eonclr;ded that, in order to maintain
museular strength, a specific strength training regimen shorrld be
followed for a minimum r:f 1 to 3 days a vreek dr.rrin€ the couise. of
a competitive season. Bohannon (1986) reported a value of .98
for the test-retest reliabil:lty of handgrip dynamometers. The
results of his st.rrdy suEfgested that handgrip dynamometers were
reliable and valid for assessment of museular strength.
Most of the literature that studied the effeets of
partieipatinE in a competitive season on cardiorespiratory
endurance showed either no signifieant ehanEies or an aetual
decrease in CBE preseason to postseason (Campbell, 1968; Coleman
et al., 1974; Hanson, 1975). There were many theories for this,
but most researchers eoncluded that alterations in YO2max were
highly sensitive to the principles of overload. Further, in
order to maintain preattainerL levels of CRE from preseason
certain applications of the overload principle mr;st be applied.
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Coyle and others (1986) for,rnd a decrease or cessation of intense
endurance training will be followed by a rapid decrease in
functional capacity.
To date, littre research has been done to measure the
r Physiological eomponents of the laerosse athlete, and only two
Lt
studies (Eomas & Isles, 1986; Shaver, 1gB0) were
Population-specific to this investigation. For further study, it
I
would be of interest to measure the effeets of additional
I physiologieal components of the laerosse athlete during the
course of a ccimpetitive season. These results would provide
valuable information for the coach and athlete who wish to
' prevent. a deconditioning effect and thereby enhanee performance
I
through maintenance of optimal trainin€f levels throu€hout the
competitive season.
Chapter 3
METHODS AND PROCEDTJRES
In this ehapter the methods and proeedupss employed in this
study are discussed. These areas of investigation are presented
under the followinEl headings: (a) seleetion of subjeets, (b)
testing instruments, (e) testing procedures and. methodS of data
eollection, (d) seorinEl of data, (e) treatment of data, and (f)
summary.
Seleetion of Sub.iects
This study was undertaken duringl the spring semester of
1984. Athletes from the rthaca college men's lacrosse team (n 
=
20) were selected and asked to participate. Each position
(attack, midfierd, and defense) was represented in this study.
Goaltenders were included with the defense. The subjeets ranged
in erg,e from 18 to 24 years. Before testing, all subjects were
instructed as to the nature and aeeompanying risks_ for eaeh phase
of the study. Medical clearance was provided by the lthaca
College Health Center as a prereqr;isite for participation in
intercolle€iate athletics. consent.was obtained through an
informed consent form prior to testing (Appendix A). The ZO
partieipants were tested prior to their opening Elame, and 15 were
tested aEain followin€l their final reEJular season game. Of the
20 initial subjects, 4 vtere lost because of scheduling eonflicts
and 1 because of injury.
Testintr Instruments
Standard physiolo€liea1 testing instruments were used to
obtain measurements in the following areas: (a) body
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eomposition, (b) muscrrlar forearm strength, and ( c)
' eardiorespiratory endurance.
The anthropometric instrument utilized to measure body
I
l - composition was the Cramer Skyndex electronie skinfold caliper
; ( Caldwel l, Jr;stiss, & Company of Fayettevi 1Ie, Ark. ) employinEf
the Jackson-Pollock formula (1978) for estimating body fat
pereentaEle. Measurements were taken in triplicate at three
. skinfold sites (trieeps, abdomeh, and chest). The average body
, density measurements were eomputed arrtomatically by the
electronie caliper.
Muscular forearm strenEfth was measured with a Jamar
adjustable handgrip dynamomet.er. Each subjects' dominant and
-. nondominant hands were measured in six trials, three with each
hand, with 3O-sec rest intervals between trials (Straub, 1984).
t festinEl instruments employed to compile data for the
, 
freasurement of Vo2max included the following
: 
1. A Maclevey exereise treadmill for the exercise btut
(Maelevey Inc. of Elmhurst, N. Y. ).
, 2. A standard thermometer to determine expired air
temperature in C.
1 3. A standard mercury barometer to determine barometric
pressure. Barometric pressure was verified by contaeting
Cornel-1' s Earth Science department.
4' A standard clock with a 6O-sec sweep hand for all timinet
PUrPoSes.
5. A Respironics Exersentry heart rate unit (Respironies i
Inc. of Monroeviile, Pa. ) to monitor heart rate. The unit was
??
???
?calibrated before t,esting with a Burdick EKG monitor utilizing
sin€le bipolar chest lead (CM 5) system. Both units displayed.
exact corresponding values.
, 
6. A gas colleetion system consisting of several integral
I' parts to measure expired gases.
7. A gas analysis system consisting of an Applied
Electrochemistry Model s-3A analyzer and a Beekman FZ-coZ
analyzer (Beckman Instruments fnc. of Fullerton, Ca. ). Analyzers
were ealibrated at the beginning and end of each experiment usinEi
a calibration,€Jas of known gas coneentrations. Calibration of
the gas samples was rfone utilizinEl the Sehollander teehnique
( Consol azio et o1. , 1963 ) .
8. An electronic emergency stop switch attached to the sid.e
bars of the treadmill for easy aecessibility by both the tester
and the subject.
Methods of Data Collection and Testing Procedures
The test on three selected. fitness parameters (body
composition, mtlset,llar strength, and. cardiorespiratory endr.rrance)
was administered to 20 sr.rbjects prior to the rthaca ColleEie
lacrosse team's openinEl Efame. Following the final regular season
game, 15 subjects were tested. Standardized physiological tests
were used. to obtain the desired measurements. TestinEl times were
set in aecordance with the tester's and subjects' availability.
Tests for body composition and muscular forearm strength were
taken just. prior to testing for cardiorespiratory endurance.
Each testing session took approximately 30 to 45 min. All data
were recorded on a data colleetion sheet (Appendix B).
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Each srlbjeet was 
€liven a praetice session on a separate day
before the initial testinEi or.,prior to their actual warm up. At
this tlme, &11 subieets had the procedures and the treadmill test
protocol explained to them (Appendix C). Each subject 
.then read
and signed an informed consent form prior to partieipation in
this study
Body composition was estimated from skinfold thickness, as
measured with a Cramer Skrredex eleetronie skinfold caliper. All
measurements were taken so1ely by the investiEiator. skinfold
thickness was assessed on the right side of the body at three
predetermined sites: alonel the anterior diagonal fold of the
axill-a, adjacent to the umbilicus, and at the midpoint of the
anterior aspect r:f the thigh. Skinfolds were measured to the
nearest 1 mm, Three trials were taken at each site for
consistency. The sum of the mean skinfold measurements at each
site was then used to instantaneously compute body density in the
Cramer Skyndex el-ectronic skinfold caliper, employing the
Jackson-Polloek formula to estimate body fat percentaEle (Jackson
& Pollock, 7978).
AI1 values for muscular forearm strength were obtained with
a Jamar adjustable handgrip dynamometer (Fabrication Enterprises
of 
.IrvinEfton, N. Y. ). The dynamometer was calibrated by known
wei€lhts prior to testinEl and adjusted to fit- each subject's hand
size (Straub, 1984). Eaeh sr;bject was instructed to fully extend
the dynamometer orrt in front of him and hold this position of
horizontal flexion. The sr;bject was then instructed to apply
maximal isometric force to the dynamometer's lever for no longer
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than I Lo 2 sec. The highest of three trials using the
dynamometer was recorded to the nearest 1 kg (C1arke, Lg67),
providing a most accurate reading. A rest period of 30 sec was
taken between each two trials.
All VO2max testinel tor:k plaee on a Maclevey exercise
treadmill. The treadmill was situated for testingf in the
Ceracche Center athletic training room. The treadmill was placed
Z ft. from the gas collection apparatus forconvenience of
testin€. For the collection of expired gases, subjects breathed
through a rubber mouthpiece attached to a low-resistance,
high-flow, two-way plastic Otis-McKerrow vaIve. The vaLve was
suspended by an adjustable multi-jointed supportinEl arm attached
to the anterior aspect of the treadmill. Nose clips were used to
ensure that al1 gas was collected. The respiratory valve was, in
turn, eonnected via a 1-in. diameter plastic hose to a P-C
(Parkinson-Cowen) flow meter to measure the volume of
ventilation. This system allowed for a qrlick, simple, and
aceurate method for collectinEJ alI expired air samples.
Ventilation then passed into a mixing chamber, from which a small
sample was drawn by a pump via plastic tubing into a
Costill-[^lilmore EJas samplinEl valve (R-PEL Company of Los Altos,
Ca. ). The mixing chamber was made of elear plastic. The chamber
was 72 in. IonE!, had a circumference of 6 in., and'eontained two
baffle plates that divided the mixinEf chamber into three separate
eompartments, each with two sample ports. The Costill-Wilmore
gas sampling system (R-PEL Company of Los Altos, Ca. ) was
designed to al1ow collection of expired air into an anaesthesia
||
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bag. The bag assembly was rotated 12O ta aIlow emptying of the
collection bag containing' the sample into the 
€as analyzers.
Total evacuation of the bag was done by a vacuum pump after the
valve was rotated once aElain. Three 2-liter anaesthesia bags
were used for gas collection.
Before the start of testinB, each subjeet was weighed
(wearinEl 
€rm shorts) to the nearest .5 Ib. , and weight in pounds
was then converted to kilo€lrams (kg). The Exersentry heart rate
unit was then attached to eaeh sr,rbject by placing carbon
electrodes directly to the skin. The subject was instructed to
straddle the treadmill, so that neither of his feet were in
conLacL with the movin€l belt. A complete explanation of the
protocol was reviewed, and time was allotted for questioning by
the subject prior to his warm up.
The rnarm-up Frotredure ctrr:sisted of En sd,justm=r'rt per-iud.
through a practice simulation, to g,et accustomed to the 67i grade
and 6-mph speed of the treadmill, which constituted the initial
stage of the workload. Once the sr;bjeet beeame comfortable on
the moving belt, he was instructed to initiate an emerEfeney stop
by grasping the side bars and straddling the treadmill. This
procedure was executed solely for preeautionary purposes. The
subiect was then instructed to attaeh the nose clip and insert
the mouthpiece and to run an additional 3 to 5 min to complete
the warm-up phase of the protocol
Initial readings for air temperature, barometric pressure,
and the P-C flow meter value were recorded on the subject's data
collection sheet (Appendix D) The investigator then reviewed
|1
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the OrOcedures one final time to ensure all instructions were
understood.  A minimum of 3 min was a1lotted for rest after the
warm up.
A multi―stage discontinous treadmill protoc01 (Thomas, 1984)
was utilized, with 3-min intervals per wOrkload.  Expired ttas
samples were taken during the fina1 60 sec of each 3-min
workload.  At the end of each c011ection period, a recording of
HR was made, as well as gas temperature, Vl and V2 from the P―c
flow meter, and %C02 and %02 from the gas analyzers,  At the
conclusion of the warm up and after each stage of the test each
subject was given a 3 to 5 min r.est.
The lnitial stage of the workload consisted of a 6% grade at
6 mph,  Each subsequent grade was incremented by 2% with the
speed remaln■ng cOnstant at 6 mph.  ThroughOut the testing each
subject was verbally encouraged to run to complete exhaJstiOn Or
until local muscle fatiglJe set in.  The investigator cOntinuously
conIInunicated with the subject to determine if he could continue
i::gei::|::dtihili:I:i[ailai[:lesi:i:i:ti:lw::lili: si:i:c:y:i:理
the investigator.  A minimuIIl of l.5 min was assessed as the final
‐workload's steady state before the final gas collection dould be
taken.  This was to satisfy the criterion of having achieved a
true steady state (McArdle, Katch, & Pechor, 1973).  A 15-sec
collection was the minimum accepted sample for analysis.
An increase in oxygen consumption of less than 2 m1/kg/min
or an actual falling Off of the plateau effect, an average HR of
predicted maximal level (220 - subject's age), and an RQ of at
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Ieast 1. O were employed as criteria for having reached VO2max.
Hyperventilation, menta] confusion, cyanosis, nausea, dizziness,
and severe muscle fatigr.re v/ere additional symptomatic criteria
used as assessment for having reached maximal oxygen uptake.
Scorine Of Data
Bod.y composition was recorded as body fat percentage. This
was determined by calculating subeutaneous fat thickness at three
measuring sites (Jaekson & Pollock, 1982). Data eolleeted for
€rip stren€th were scored to the nearest kilogram.
For cardiorespiratory endurance all values were collecLed
and calcr;lated in one Eleneralized formula for VO2max. Barometric
pressure and V1 were recorded prior to the subject's test. The
subject's weight was taken in pounds and converted to kilograms.
Expired gas was collected and heart rate was recorded 1O to
.15 times befrrre the end of each workstaeie during testing. The
lventilation volrrme (VE) was calculaterC. by taking the YZ reading
-and subtraetiner the V1 reading from it. The YE was then adjr.rsted
to STPD values,- and fractional AZ and COZ levels were determi'ned
from the gas analyzers. Gas temperature was recorded in C.
All the values were then combined and caLculated in a
formula for VO2max in L/min, aceordinEl to the procedures
recommended by Consolazio and others (1963). VO2max was then
eonverted to mL/kg,/min by dividin€ the raw values obtained in
milliliters by the body weight in kilograms.
Analysis Of Data
To compare the pretest to posttest charaeteristics for body
eompositionr Illuscular stren€lth, and eardiorespiratory endrlranee,
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the ['lilcoxon signed-rank test for paired differences was used.
Comparisons by position (attackmen, defensemen, and midfielders)
were analyzed by the Kruskal-l'lallis test for differenees among
the positions for the response variables. If differences were
found amonE the groups, two-group Kruskal-Wa11is procedr;res were
run. A corrected H val-ue was used in the event of tied ranks.
The.05 level of significanee was chosen for eaeh test (Lehman,
1975 ) .
Summarrr
The purpose of this investiEfat.ion was t.r: str,rdy the effects
of inseason eonditioning and actual playing season on three
seleeted fitness parameters of the Ithaca College lacrosse team.
Subjects in this study were 20 male laerosse players ranging in
age from 18 to 24 years. of the 2a initial subjects, 4 were lost
beear;se of schedulingi conf liets and 1 becar;se of injury.
Measurements were taken on each subject for body composition,
muscular strength, and cardiorespiratory endurance prior to the
opening game of the season (n = 20) and. aEfain followinel the final
reElular season game (n = 15).
Statistical procedures for changes during the season in
parameters under investigation included the Wileoxon signed-rank
test. The Kruskal-Vlal1is test was employed for comparisons of
changes among the positionS. If a ehanEle appeared among the
Elroups, two-E1roup Krr;skal-Wa11is proeedr_rres \{ere run.
Chapter 4
RESI]LTS
i
, The findings of this investiBation, &s well as the
' statistical analysis, are presented in this chapter. Measurement
of the preseason to postseason characteristics of body
l
' compos ition (bf%) , muscr,llar strength ( kg ) , and cardiorespiratory
1 
".rdurance, expressed as maximal oxygen uptake or VO2max
' ( m|/k€/min), were analyzed by the paired-d.ifferenee Wilcoxon
signed-rank test between means of related measures. Comparisons
by position (attackmen, defensemen, and midfielders) were
analyzed b:r the Kruskal-WaI1is test for differenees among
positions for the response variable. If d.ifferences were found
by the Kruskal-l'tral1is test, two-group Kruska]-Wa11is procedures
were run. A correeted H valr;e w.g.s used in the event of tied
, 
ranks. The .05 level of significance was used for all tests.
,
I ,able 1 contains the means and standard deviations for body
composition, expressed as body fat percenta€le. Raw scores for
1
i a]l variables are in Appendix E. There were no significant
' changes from preseason to postseason for the group as a whole
1
' 
(z = .54, p > .05). However by position, there were significant
differences indieated by the Kruskar-walris test (Table 1).
Midfielders demonstrated the largest deerease in body fat
percentage (9.6% to 8.2%), attackmen showed a modest decrease
(8.4% to 8.7%), and defensemen inereased from 6.7% to 7.2% (see
Figure 1). A statistically significant difference (corrected H 
=
7'55, p < .05) existed between the midfielders' and defensemen's
40
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chanEes when a two-9roup Kruskal-Wa11is procedure was run. There
was al-so a statistically significant difference (corrected H 
=
4.a7, p < .05) between the attackmen's and defensemen's changes
over the season. There was no significant differehce between the
attackmen's and mid.fielders' changes over the season (corrected H
=2.18,p>,05).
StrenEth Data
Table 1 contains the means and standard deviations for
mrlscular strenEith, expressed in kilograms of force, from the
handgrip dynamometer measurement. A modest 3.4% decrease was
' demcnstrated from preseason (39.00 kg) to postseason (38.33 kg),
as seen in Figr;pe 2. This decrease was not statistical.ly
significant (Z- = .94, p > .05) using the Wilcoxon signed-rank
test. TLrere were no signif icant differences in stren€ith changes
amonE: the positions (eorrected H = 2.53, p > .05).
Cardiorespiratorrr Endurance Data
Table 1 cont.ains the means and standard deviations for
vo2max for the group as a whole. cardiorespiratory enduranee (as
expressed in ml /kg/m:-n) showed a siEfnificant deerease from
preseason to postseason (Figure 3) as measured by the llilcoxon
signed-rank test (z = 2.O4, p < .05). The decrease from
preseason to postseason was 3.87;, with 12 of the 1b subjects
exhibiting a decrease in VO2max during the eourse of season.
There were no significant differenci.-s in ehanges in VOZmax among
positions indicated by the Krr:skal-Watlis test for differences in
the changes amonEl position (H = 2.31, p > .0.5).
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Summary
The results of this stlJdy demonstrated that participatiOn in
a lacrosse season elicited no significant changes in bOdy
oompos■tion, as expressed as body fat percentage, for the grOup
as a whOle.  However, when players were categOrized by position,
there were statistically significant differences in bf% among the
changes exhibited by the midfielders, attackmen, and defensemen,
There were no significant differences between the midfielders'
and attackmen's decreases, but both of these groups' decreases
were shown to be significantly different then the increases
exhibited by the defensemen.  There were no significant changes  ,
in muscular strength for the group as a whole or when categOrized
bI P口日iti口■.  Th日I日 wュ冒 ュ 日mユll Lttt ョtュ ittti饉ュllF ョiビnifi贄ユ餞七
decrei署= (■ = 2,04, ■ て ,05)in cardiOr曽ョFi「嵐tcElざざ 口1ll‐t‖,二車1■■i 緯ョ
expressed as V02max, for the group as a wholご,  The e were no
significant changes elicited in V02max when categOrized by
pos■tion,
¬｀ヽミ
Chapter 5
DISCIJSSION OF RESIJLTS
The purpose of this investigation was to aseertairr the
effects of participatinEf in a eompetitive laerosse season on
three fitness parameters (body composition, muscular strenEfth,
and cardiorespiratory enduranee) for the rthaca colleEle men's
lacrosse team. The l'iilcoxon siBned-rank test was used to
determine if significant differences existed in the variables
over the season, and the Kruskal-Flallis test was used to compare
the seasonal changes in the response variables of the three
playin€ positions: attackmen, midfielders, and.defensemen.
Two-group Kruskal-llallis tests were utilized for pairwise
comparisons if differences were found in the seasonal ehang:es
among the positions. Included in Lhis chapter are the results
and discrrssions from the statistical analysis. This chapter is
divided int.o the following sections: (a) effects on body
composition, (b) effeeLs on mr:scular strength, (c) effects on
eardiorespiratory enduranee, and (d) sr,rmmary.
Effeets on Bodv Composition
There were nrimerous studies in the literature that measured
the effects of physical training on body composition (Jaekson &
Pol1ock, 1985; Polloek et aI., 1gB4; WiImore, lgZg). Two
important variables involved with training-indueed .alterations in
body composition are the prineipre of overload and the
specificity of training prineiple. Other factors that are
impor.tant include nr,ltrition, disease, and genetie eonsid.erations.
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In this present st.udy, it was found that participation in a
season'of lacrosse training dr"rrin€ the 1984 spring season harl no
significant effeet orr body composition (8.O% body fat in
preseason vs. 7.87; body fat in postseason) for the group as a
whole. These findings are similar to those of Katch and others
(1969) and Hanson (1975), who found no signifieant changes in
body fat dr.rring a season of swimming and ski training,
respeetively. These results d.iffer from that of Carbrera and
others (7977 ) who found significant decreases in the body fat
percenta€ie of Prlerto Rican basketball players during a 14-week
basketball seasori. Ke1ly and others (1978) found significant
increases in body fat. percentage from peak season to postseason
in their study on 13 colleg:-ate wrestlers. It is apparent to
this investiEiator that the ]acrosse training of this team did not
stress the eomponents of overload enough to make significant
alteration in body composition to the group as a whoIe.
When players were cat.egortzed by position, there- were
significant differences in training-induced chan€es in the body
composition variable under investiElation. The present study
found that the midfierders' body fat deereased from 9.6% Lo B.z?;
(see Figure 1). This represented a L4.4% decrease in body fat
percentagfe. The attack group deereased 3.8%, and the defensemen
had an increase of 7.2% from preseason to postseason. These
results differ from the study by Schmidt and others (1991), who
found a significant decrease in body fat durin€ the course of a
colleEliate women's lacrosse season (2L.6% to 1g.b?;). The schmidt
resrrlts may be different. than the present str;dy beeause the
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Schmidt strrdy wae conducteC on a female population, who have a
higher relaLive body fat percentage to begin with, and it was
based on a 15-week season insteaC of a 7-week season.
The results from this study indicate that not only do
alterations differ among colleEliate lacrosse players, but results
can vary substantially amongi the positions. This specificity is
evident by the significant. decrease in bf% found among the
midf ielders. The f indings amone! tLre midf ielders (9.6% to B.z%)
was somewhat expected Jrecause of the inherent aerobic demands of
the midf ielder's position, which reguires covering t.he entire
f ield ( 110 yd, ) for rrp f,,e 60 min per game (Romas & Isles, 1986).
This meef-r; the component t*n,ri.t*ents of intensit.y and clrrrat.ion
necessary f or training-indi,rced alterations ( ACSM, 1986 ) . The
increase in bf7; for;nd among: the defensemen (6.7% Lo 7.27i) ts
another reason that the results could differ from the Schmidt and
others ( 1gu1 ) study. Another possible explanation may be due to
the limited aerobie demands of their position because they are
restricted to half-fie1d pla:r. Another'variabte to note is that
Eioaltenders were inclr,rded with the defense 
€Jrorjp. The
defensemen's Eroup also entered the eompetitive season with an
exceptionally low level of body fat (6.?%) for their position.
This is highly evident when the results of the defensemen,s
position were compared to those of Shaver,s (lggo) study (6.7?;
vs. 12. 4%) .
In eonclusion, the body composition results of this study
are apparently rel.tted direetly to the metabolie requirements of
the irosition and any lacrosse training program should be tailored
|
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to meet the required metabolic d.emands of the particr;Iar
positions, Beearrse the midf ielders' position reqr-rire them to
cover the ful1 fie1d, it would appear that speed., explosive
power, and a high capaeity of cardiorespiratory endurance are
necessary for suecess at their position. However, the
attackmen's and. defensemen's position only require them to cover
t/2 the field and their positions rely more on speed, guickness,
and explosive power to facilitate quiek movement patterns. In
either case it is apparent that a low body fat percentage is
important for the lacrosse athlete, becarrse it has been found
that. there is a high neEfative correlation between bf2,j and
performance irr thcse activities in which the body mass must be
moved thror,rElh space, either verticaLly, as in jr.rmpin€, or
horizontally, as in running (lfilmore, 1983). Therefore, any
program that rloes not inclr,rde t,raining-specif ie exercises in its
lacrosse training program is not efficient in its use of practice
time. This specif ieity of trainin€ shor.rld vary direetly with the
intensity, fregr.rsnsy, and duration of that aetivity.
Effeets on Mr.rscular StrenEth
A very sma11, statistieally nonsignificant deerease (1.8%)
in museular strength (W foree) was found amonE: the groups from
preseason t.o postseason. These findin€is are similar to previous
studies that measrlred the effeets of participation drtrin€ a
,season on various strenElth variables (Coleman et &1., 1974; Liu,
1982; Sehmidt et al., 1981). These results are in agreement that
alterations in stren€th are highly dependent upon the principles
of overload and how they are applied. Other plarrsible
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explanations for the minimal chanEles of muscrrlar strength eould
have been that t.he init.ial strength levels of the subjeets were
adequate for the" seasonal demands of the lacrosse traininEl and
competition or. that. the training stimulus was inadequate for
providing a trainin€l effect.
The mean grip strength seores of 39. O kg at preseason and
38.3 kg at postseason are lower than those reported by Shaver
( 1980) in a study on the physiological profile for a 
€lroup of
eollege lacrosse players. This difference could be attributed to
the alternative training philosophies of the coaching staffs with
an emphasis plaeed on strength development with Shaver's Efroup.
Another important factor could be that different methods for
measuring grip strenElth can 
€Jreatly alter the results (MathtoweLz
et fl1,, 1984). Shaver also reported that. the mean Erip strength
scores were similar to those on a E1roup of wrestlers and
9ymnast.s, two athletic populations which stress strength and
power as very important components for sr;ccessfull participation.
One finding that was consistent was the variability of the
measrrres when compared by position. Shaver found the highest
recorded mean val-r;es were among the def ensemen ( see FiEfure Z) .
This is similar to the results found in this present
investiEation. It appears that the variability was possibly due
to the anaerobic power demands of the defensemen, as well as tfre
f aei- that they carry, hand.Ie, and manipulate a lonEler and heavier
laerosse stick. When comparinEi the positions, however,
statistieally significant differences were not found, possibly
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because of the lack of power with nonparametric statistics on
srrch a sma11 rrr.rmber of sr.lbject.s.
Effects on Cardiorespirator,'r Endurance
The 3.8% decrease in VO2max seen in the present study is
sim.ilar trr the'results previously reported in the literature on
the effeets of participation in a competitive season of
basketball and hockey on selected CRE parameters (Coleman et aI.,
L974; Dar"rb et al., 1983). These findings are in conf liet with
those observed by Schmidt (1981), who for.rnd signif icant increases
in VO2max (expressed both as l/'rr-in and as ml/kg/rr:-n) over a
collegiate women's lacrosse traininEl season. From these findings
it ean be conclr.rded that the type of popr.rlation studied is jr.rst
as important as the initial level of fitness and the intensity,
fi^eqrr6n,ry, arrd duration of the aetivity. The mean Vo2max values
of 61.0 ml/k{/m:-n and 58.7 m],/kg,/min are almost identieal with
those report.ed by Shaver (1980), who forlplai a mean VO2max of 59.5
mI,/kg,zmin with a group of colle€iate laerosse players. These
findings are also comparable to other athletie populations that
combine similar metabolic demands (anaerobie power, aerobic
fitness, muscular endurance, flexibility, and agility), sueh as
wrestling (KeIly et &f., 1978), basketball (Co1eman et al,,
1974), and soccer (Evans & Chandler, 1989).
There were no statistically significant dj-fferenees found
rimong the positions for VO2max (see Figure 3). However, it r+as
interesting to this investi€lator to note that the nonsignificant
chaneles observed when the various positions were compared
sdparately were in predietable direetions. The midfielders
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showed a slight 2% increase, but the defensemen and attackmen
both exhibited exact 5.4% decrer9ses from preseason to postseason.
These findings can be explained by the inherent metabolic demands
required of each position.  The midfielders had slight increases
in V02max probably because of the vigorol■s a r bic ner y
expenditure demands of being required to cover a fu11 110-yd.
field for up to 60 min per game.  This intensity more than meets
the minimum aerobic training training lσvel established by the
ACSM (1986)to improve and maintain functional capacity.
However, the attack and defense positions showed slight
decrements in functional capacity, which could be attribl■ted to
their restricted field requirements and their reliance on
quicknees and anaerobic bursts of energy instead of aerobic
capacity.  These intense bursts of activity are probably too
short in duration to increase or maintain functional capacity.
Overall, the 3.8% decrease in V02max indicates that a
14-game, 7-week schedule of lacrosse was not taxing enolュgh to
maihtain maximal oxygen uptake during the colirse of the
competitive season.  This could be caused by the lack of
strenl■ous aerobic tra■n■ng dur■ng the ■nseason practice sess■ons
and more conc9ntratiOn on game preparation and refinement of
trュininビ ョLilltt thュ鳳 ュ曰r●Li● 七,ュitt imビ.  Al■tlthtt「 F口日日ibl日
explanatiOn is the Overtraining effect as reported by Verma and
others (1978), who found decreases in V02max with a group of
lndian national basketball players during 4 weeks of intense
basketball training.  This stlュdy also reported deterioration in
other physiological parameters, such as weight loss, and an
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increase in the resting pulse an,cl blood pressrrre recovery time,
Tkre resr-rlts sr-rggesLed that the sympt.oms of overtraining that.
occured were probably drre to the low capacities of the subjects
to endure the heavy loads of training. campbell (1968) explained
that decrements in aerobic eapacity over the course of a
eompetitive season eould also be attributed to the onset of'
"athletie staleness" or chronic fati€fue, which can lead to a
detraininEl effect in VO2max, To increase Vo2max through
training, the individual's initial leve] of fitness and the
intensiLy, freqr;epsy, and drrral--ion of the training program mrrst
Lre eonsiriered. Throrlgh the results of t.his str;fly, the inseason
game and practice LraininEl of the 1984 Ithaca College men's
lacrosse team as a whole did not provide the appropriate stimul'us
to increase and./or maintain the leve1s of VO2max that rr/ere
attained from preseason training,
Summar-.,'
, The resrllts of the present. str.tdy have demonstrated that the
effects of participating in a competitive laerosse 
=ur=or,
resulted in nonsignificant alterations, in body composition anrl
muser;Iar strength, ES well as an associated decrease in the
eardiorespiratory endurance status of the lacrosse players which
ean be attributed to a L4-Eame,7-week inseason sehedule as well
as a possible decreased intensity in the traininEl volume during
the practice sessions, Neither of these factors provided
sr.rfficient traininEi stimulus to maintain the funetional capacity
of the lacrosse players in this study. Verma et aI. ( 1978 )
reported decreases in the physiologlical statrrs of a group of
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beisketball players during 4 weeks of training. The observations
from this study for:nd an overtraining effect may be caused. br'. the
subject's inability to srrstain the intens tty of heavy training.
The statistically nonsignificant findings in the body
composition and muscr-tlar st.rength variables corlld also be drre to
the hielh overall starting level of the srrh.iects at the beginning
of this study. Hanson (1975) reported similar findings with
members of the t-I. s. Nordic ski te,am. Resrllts indicated an
initial increase in training effect before the European race
.eirer:it witlr subsequent decline in this effecL as measrlred in the
spring. It was suEf€iested that t.his latter phenomenon oceurs at
reast in part drre to lack of adequate training time during the
raeinEl season. Another possible explanation was attributed -to
the subjects' high staLe of advanced physieal enterinEf the racing
season. These findings were confirmed by Schmidt and others
(1981) who measured the effect,s of .?. colle€tal',e women's lacrosse
season. The results conelr;ded that failrlre to attain inprovenents
in the physiological variables under strrdy was a resrrlt of a high
overall starting level of t.be srrbjects and that for future
consideration more attention shorrld t,e given these factors in
lacrosse conditioning programs. Therefore, any physiologicatly
sound inseason traininB proEf ram shrrr.rld include a specif ic
training reErimen to ensure the maint.enanee of the physiological
eomponents of the lacrosse athlete.
Chapter 6
SIJMMABY, CONCLI]SIONS, ANLI RECOMMENDATIONS
Summar,,'
The prlrpose of this study was Lo ascertain the effects of
participation in a competitive season of laerosse on body
eomposition, museular strength, arrd cardiorespiratory endurance
of the lthaca ColleEle men's lacrosse team. Further investigation
was made to determine if there were differences amon€: the various
playineJ positions. Sr-rb jects in this str-rdy were 15 male Lacrosse
players ranging in a€e from 18 to 24 years. Of 20 initial
r-rrrbjecLs, 4 were lost due to sehedr;ling conf liets and 7 to
injury. Preseason t.o postseason changes were examined for the
EJrorrp ai a whole and also compared. by position (attaekmerr,
midfielders, and defensemen), Body composition vras measured with
a Skyndex electronie skinfold caliper and expressed in body fat
percentage. Muscular strenElth was measr,rred utilizing a hanrLgrip
dynamometer and recorded in kiloElrams. cardiorespiratory
enduranee was measrrred with a diseontinrtor,ts incremental treadmill
protocol for vo2max and expressed in ml/kg/mrn. The preseason
measures for this study were taken I week prior to the beginning
of the season. The competitive season lasted 7 weeks and
included a 14-game sehedule. Postseason measures were taken 1 to
3 days followingf the final reEfular season game.
Analysis of body eomposition (bf%) showed no significant
difference from preseason to postseason for the E,roup as a whole
(z = .54, p > , 05 ) . However, when sub jects were cateElorizerl by
positiorr,. there were significant differences amonEl the positions
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in the chanEies seen from preseason to postseason ( corrected H -
7. 55, p <' . 05 ) , Midf ielders demonstrated the larElest d.eerease
( 9. 62,i to 8.2%) , attaekmen decreased f rom 8. 4% Lo 8. L%, and
defensemen increased from 6.77i to 7.2%. There were no
signifieant differences between the midfielders' and attackmen's
deereases, but both of t.hese Efroups' deereases were shown to be
siglnificantly different than the inereases exhibited by the
defensemen,
There was a modest, statistically nonsignificant decrease in
mr;scular strengt.h (kg) from preseason to postseason as measured
by the Wilcoxon signed-rank test. There was no significant
d.ifference in these dee:'eases when compareri by position
(correeted H - 2.53, p > .05).
Analysis of the. VO2max showed a 3.8% decrease from preseason
to postseason. This represents a significant difference, as
anaTyzed by the l.lilcoxon signed-rank test (z = 2.05, p < .05).
There were sma11, statistically nonsignificant differences in
VO2max wLren the various positions were compared (H = 2.31,'
p > .05).
Conclus ions
The results of this study yield the following conclusions
re€tardingl the effeets of participating in a competitive lacrosse
EEE.EET-I ctrl body composition, muscular strength and
cardiorespiratory endurance :
1. Participating in a competitive season had 
"? signifieant
effect on bod;r composition when the Elroup aS a whole was
considered. When srlbjects were categortzed by position, th6re
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were signifieant. differences'in the chanEles in body fat
percentaEie from preseason to postseason. This was attribr-rted,to
the inherent metabolic demands of their particr-rlar positions.
2. Participating in a competitive season elicited a mod.est,
br,rt statistically nonsiElnif ieant decrease in museular strength.
There were no significant differences in muscular strength for;nd
among the three positions
3. A minimal, brlt statistically significant, detraininEi
effect was found for the Vo2max measure from preseason Lo
postseason. No significant statistical differenees in this
effect were forrnd among the positions.
Recommendations
. 
The f indinEls of this investigation suggested the fbl lowinel
re.iommendations fr-,r furt.her str;d;*:
1. Involve a larger nr:mber of participants f or a
statistically more powerful, valid, and reliable study,
2. Include a larger number of physiological variables, such
as anaerobic power, heart rate, blood pressrrre, and fIexibi1it.y.
3. titilize other testing measures to assess the fitness
parameters that were under investiElation in thj_s study.
4. Measure the physioloEJieal effeets on starters versus
nonstarters.
5. Add at Ieast. one midseason period to analyze the trend
of the physiologieal variables during the course of the season.
1。
Researcher:
Name
Appendix A
INFORMED CQNSENT FORM
Gregory Goodwin
Year Phone #
Campus Address
The purDose of the study is to ascertain the effects of
an inseason conditioning progran on the Ithaca College
Lacrosse Team. The parameters of fitness to be examinedinclude body composition, forearm muscular strength, and
cardiorespiratory endurance. The results of the proposed
study should be of value to both the players and the
coaches. Athletes will benefit from this study by gaining
a better understanding of their preseason conditioning
state and the effects of the competitive season on theirlevel of fitness. Coaches will be able to evaluate their
inseason conditioning program, its benefits and
shortcomings, and nake appropriate changes if applicable.
Standard physiological tests will be used to measure
body composition, forearm muscular strength, and cardio-
respiratory endurance. The measurement techniques that
will be utilized include the Cramer Skyndex skinfold
caliper employing the Jackson-Pollack formula for
estimating body composition; a handgrip dynamometer will be
used to measure forearm muscular strength; and
cardiorespiratory endurance will be measured through
standard treadmill testing for maxitral oxygen uptake.Evaluations wiII be conducted during the preseason and
again following the season. Testing will take
approxinately 30 to 45 minutes to administer.
The techniques for estinating body conpdsition and forearn
musiular strength will cause no discomfort to the
subject. Estimation of cardiorespiratory endurance(maxinal oxygen uptake) through the use of the treadnill
will be physically exhausting and nay, depending on the
subject, cause physical stress. The amount of stressinvolved is approximately equivalent to the energy exertedduring a standard lacrosse endurance training routine.
I understand the procedures that I wiII be undertakingduring the test. f have had adequate chance to askquestions and understand that I can guestion anyprocedure at any tine during the study.
2。
3。
4。
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5. f am participating in this activity of my own free will
and am free to withdraw my consent and discontinue myparticipation at any time.
6. AII data collected will remain confidential and will be
' made available only to the researcher and to the subiect.
. AII data to be presented in this study wiII be in the form
of group data
7. f have read the above proposal and understand its
contents, and I agree to participate in the study. f
acknowledge that f am 18 years of age or older and
that I have been identified as an individual who does
not faII into a risk category for testing as classified
by the Anerican College of Sports Medicine.
Signature Date
Appendix B
THESIS DATA COLLECTTON SHEET
Name Date  Pre―         Post―
He ight Weight 1bs
Age
kg
Pos ition
Muscular Forearm Strength (Grip Strenqth) - A Jamar hand grip
dynamometer was used with 3 trials. The highest value was
recorded to the nearest kg force.
Pretest: Trial 1.-kg Trial 2.-kS Trial 3.-kg
Posttest: Trial I.-kg Trial Z.-_ke Trial 3. kg
Body Composition - Utilizing the Cramer Skyndex skinfold
caliper with the Jackson-Pollock formula to assess body
fat percentage (bf %).
' Pretest:
Posttest:
bfx
bfx
Cardiorespiratory Endurance - A standard treadnill testing
protocol was utilized to assess maximal oxygen uptake
(vO2UAX) as expressed as nilliliters per minute of
oxygen per kitograrn Sross body weight (nI,/kg,/nin).
Pretest:
Posttest:
m1/kg/min
nI,/kg,/nin
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Appendix C
V02max TREADI.fILL'PROTOCOL
I. Warm up for 5 min at a 6% grade at 6 mph
2. rnitiar readings of air temperature, barometric pressure,
and the initial (Vl ) reading on the P-C flow
meter were recorded on the subject t s data collection
sheet.
3. A multi-staged discontinuous treadnill protocol (Thomas,
1984) was then utilized with 3 nin intervals per workload.
The initial workload consisted of a 6% grade at 6 mph.
Each subsequent grade was incremented by 2%, with the speed
remaining constant.
4, Expired gas samples were taken during the final 60 aec of
each 3 min workload after ensuring a true steady state
has been achieved.
5. A 15 sec gas collection was the ninimum accepted sanple
for analyzing.
6. Oxygen consumption of less than 2 nL/kg,/nin ot' a falling
off of the plateau effect and predicted maximal heart
rate and respiratory quotients of at least 1.0 were
employed as criteria for having reached maxinal oxygen
uptake.
7. Hyperventilation, mental confusion, cyanosisr n&us€&, and
severe muscle fatigue were additional symptomatic
criteria used as assessment for having reached vo2nax
(acsu, 1986 ).
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-'- appendix D
TREADMttLL DATA COLLECT工ON SHE T
Age
Subject
Weight
Grade
V2-Vl
Bar. Press.
ter Factor
WVT FactOr
STPD FactOr
True 02
(srPD)
I
ioz, I/mi
ioz ,mt lyq L
vcoz, I/m
Resp. Rate
Tidal Volume
Date
lbs kg
Vl
V2
Heart Rate
Study
Sex
R. O.
c. o.
S.V.
Appendix E
RAW SCORES FOR BODY COMPOSttT工N′
MUSCULAR STRENGTH′ AND CARDttORESPttRATORY ENDURANCE
bfE
Pre Post
kg Vo2max (ml/kglmin)
Pre POstSUB」ECT Pre Post
1
2
3
4
＼
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
6。2
9。1
4.4
13。4
7。8
6。8
11。 1
6.9
10.5
9.5
8。8
6.0
10.2
5。5
4。3
10.3
6.1
10。7
11.9
6。6
7.0
7.4
4.3
11。4
8。6
7.2
9.8
7.3
10。1
7.4
8◆5
7.0
10.8
5.3
4。2
36
36
34
37
38
34
38
41
40
44
36
40
52
46
33
40
39
41
34
38
34
32
34
36
38
32
40
36
42
44
33
42
50｀
50
32
62.57
61.76
62。10
57.66
63.74
66.20
60.19
53.35
60。76
56。06
63.08
58.93
56.50
66.20
66。00
60.91
67.58
57.39
58.90
58.52
58。58
53.61
54.12
55.82
58.21
63。18
62.48
53。08
59。87
65。00
58。70
60.95
53。70
62。20
61。62
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